
VIN Non-Keyword Qualifier Mileage

1G1YY26U275 U2100 U2106 U2108 4802

1G1YY26U475
ACTIVE HANDLING LAMP 
C0710 4838

1G1YY26U675 C0050 SYM00 7844

1G1YY26U275
ABS  Light C0710 SYM00 
SYM1A SYM1F 3707

1G1YY26U975

SERVICE ACTIVE 
HANDLING C0253 SYM00 
C0196 SYM09 4307



Customer concern - The service stabilitrac, security light and the content theft light is on.  The tech 
has duplicated the concern which is intermittent and he has history codes u2100, u2106, u2108 and 
he is asking for information on similar cases. Tac advised the tech of cases where BCMs were 
replaced for this concern. Tac also advised the tech of cases where ECMs and BPMVs were 
replaced for this concern and call back if further assistance is needed.
Active handling message . Tech states he has active handling message and can not duplicate 
concern . Tech states he has performed diagnostics and checks OK .-Tac found several cases for 
restringing harness to SWPS . Tac found no other bulletins or pi's related to concern H33

ABS light, traction light turns on.Dealer states:C0050 SYM00 is history in the EBCM.  Dealer hasn't 
been able to duplicate the concern but the EBCM and rear right hub bearing were replaced but the 
concern is still present.  The wiring resistance was inspected and the harnesses manipulated but the 
concern is still present. Dealer is to view Document ID# 1772083.  Advised dealer to attempt to install 
a VDR by programming the VDR as a 2006 and note if information will record correctly.  If so, dealer 
is to obtain one snapshot of the system working correctly, then install the VDR in for the customer on 
a DTC triggered centered snapshot and have the customer obtain a snapshot of the concern.
Customer states that the service active handling light comes on.C0710. Dealer states that there are 
symptoms are 00 and 1A. Dealer states that the SWPS was replaced on the last visit back in April. 
Dealer states that the concern is intermittent and has not been duplicated. Dealer states that no 
other parts have been replaced. TAC advised dealer of like cases for SWPS replacement as well as 
wiring and connection repairs. TAC advised dealer to manipulate the harness and see if the position 
signals start to fluctuate. TAC advised dealer to perform a pin drag test on all connections inline and 
repair as necessary. 
Service active control light on and click Dealer reports he has code C0253 and C0196. Dealer 
reports the Yaw rate voltage is 4.98. Dealer was calling for advice and is also unable to locate the 
yaw sensor.Advised Dealer to review Document ID# 1772089 and Document ID# 1495673. Advised 
dealer to check power and ground to the yaw sensor and circuit 716 signal wire. Dealer to report 
results
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